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Dispersive waves were generated from a photonic crystal fiber by higher-order mode excitation and 
the dependence of their wavelengths on polarization was measured. The dispersion properties of 
various spatial modes with different symmetry numbers were calculated theoretically and four 
combinations of linearly-polarizing higher-order modes were identified. The phase-matching 
conditions of dispersive waves for higher-order modes were calculated and it was found that the 
wavelengths of dispersive waves with identical spatial modes depended on polarization directions. 








本実験では直径が 1.57 m の空孔が 6 角格子状にピッチが 2.27 m で 5 リング形成された
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Fig 1 The spectra of dispersive waves and 
spatial modes. Arrows indicate polarization 
directions.  
Fig 2 The dispersive wave wavelength versus 
pump wavelength for higher-order modes with 
different symmetry numbers. 
 
